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Obligation 14
Be Good!  Punish Evil!
Being good does not mean being a saint or perfect. Note! There is no
perfection in the physical Universe. That applies also to humans.
There are 6 stages of Good and Evil.
Best > Trying > Repent > Flawed > Bad > Evil.
Every Custodian guardian endeavors to live within the stages 1-3.
Best! A person tries to be the best they can be. A Custodian guardian!
Trying! A slightly flawed person tries to improve.  A Good person!
Repent! A flawed person, repents and tries to improve. An Average per-
son! A person made mistakes. They disappointed I, Family, Community.
They repent and rectify things as best as they can. I, Family, Community
are to give them a second chance.                                                                     
Flawed!  A flawed person, doesn't change. A Community concern! A
person made mistakes. They disappointed I, Family, Community. They
don't care. Family, Community hold this person to account. This person
is likely to become lawless, being charged, MS R1, R2 .  
Bad! A Bad person, lawless, criminal,.. A Community Threat! A person
with a lawless attitude committing crimes. A threat to family and com-
munity. This bad person is held accountable: MS R2-R4.
Evil! This person sees lawlessness as normal and crime
as a vocation. A Evil heinous Community Threat! This
Evil is charged: MS R4-R7.
There is a stage 7: 'Pure'! It applies only to the Soul. When the Soul be-
comes immortal an Angel.  The Soul is then 'Pure'!
Humankind has lost it's way. Anti-1 God, amorality, criminality, immor-
ality, lawlessness, profiteering, polluting, violence are the new normal.
Accountability and consequence is applied to phase in the new normal
for Humankind. Being in 'Harmony with itself, it's surroundings, the
physical Universe and 1 God'!!!
1 God is testing Humankind concerning holding Evil accountable, ca-
ging it. Should Humankind fail in applying 'Accountability', 'Mandatory
Sentencing' and 'Rehabilitation'. An angered 1 God will hold Evil Hu-
mankind accountable. You do not want to anger 1 God!
1000's of years of Evil are coming to an End. With or without human in-
volvement. Custodian Guardian believe Humankind should implement '
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Accountability', 'Mandatory Sentencing' and 'Rehabilitation', caging Evil!
Custodian Guardian Accountability: Zero tolerance, no bad laws, no cor-
rupt discount laws, no Jury, mandatory sentences, rehabilitation (educat-
ing, caging, compensation). Implementing, ‘LGM’.

Be Good Punish Evil  !!!!!
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